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I love writing the newsletter. I enjoy looking for topics which may be of interest to our readers, reading
documents to prepare for interviews which I will
conduct, meeting new people, editing the contributions sent in by alumni. But most of all I love writing
the portraits of current students. Every edition contains two and most of the time I do not know the
students in advance. But every one of them turns
out to have a fascinating story to tell and I always
feel revitalised after the interviews. The beauty of
the portraits lies in their honesty. Students talk
about their experiences and aspirations in a very
personal way. They express their fears, yet they
always look to the future with great enthusiasm
and optimism. “Yes, we can” is their message and
IOB appears to be a major energising factor in their
lives. IOB provides them with the academic tools
and knowledge they need and also helps them to
acquire the interpersonal communication skills that
enable them to listen to each other with open minds
and to express their own ideas clearly and convincingly. After all, effective development work is based
on understanding local needs and problems taking
the whole context into account. In order to be able
to do this both the academic and the human approach have to be combined. We hope that IOB will
continue to encourage and inspire many more generations of alumni in the development field.
Eva Vergaelen, editor
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Dear Alumni
Summer has returned to Antwerp and as you will
remember this can be quite an enjoyable period to
be around - pleasant and sunny weather, at least
on this particular day at the end of June when I am
writing this, and the general atmosphere just that
little bit more relaxed. This year’s students are
working on their dissertations and thinking about
their return home while IOB staff have time to catch
up on some of their other work and can also spend
more time with their families. Meanwhile, in many
countries around the world the students selected
for the next academic year are preparing for their
journey into the relatively unknown. So the wheels
of time and fortune keep turning. In this issue you
will find information about IOB that will remind you
of your own time in Antwerp as well as articles that
address key issues in development as seen from the
vantage position of alumni, present students or IOB
staff. We hope that you will find food for thought in
these pages and that some of you will be encouraged to get in touch with us with some reflections

of your own based on your own professional experience. One thing I have missed since I became
the Chair of the Institute two years ago is meeting
alumni face to face during my many field trips. My
present job prevents me from travelling as much as
I used to. Fortunately many of my former students
send me e-mails, ask for a letter of recommendation or inform me of a career move. And of course
we communicate through Exchange to Change and
the IOB website. Thanks to the wonders of the Internet the international IOB community is alive and
kicking.
Robrecht Renard, Chairman
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Implications de la crise financière mondiale
sur l’économie sénégalaise
Economiste et statisticien économètre de formation, Seydina NDIAYE fait à mi-temps un
Ph.D. in Applied Economics Sciences à la Faculté d’Economie appliquée de l’Université d’Anvers, en Belgique. Il est titulaire du brevet de l’ENA (major), d’un Diplôme d’Etudes Approfondies en Macroéconomie Appliquée en monnaie, finance et banque (Mention assez bien),
d’un Master en Statistique et en Econométrie (Mention Bien et major), d’un Master en
Globalisation et Développement Economique à l’IOB (Mention Très bien, major et lauréat
du prix de la coopération pour le développement de la Province d’Anvers en 2006), d’une
Maîtrise es sciences économique (Mention Assez Bien de la Première année à la Troisième
année). Seydina est aussi diplômé de l’Institut de Formation de l’Organisation Mondiale du
Commerce à Genève (Suisse) et de l’Institut Européen d’Administration Publique à Maastricht (Pays-Bas). Son domaine de recherche porte actuellement sur: Commerce, Inégalité,
Pauvreté et Développement économique.

Point de Vue sur la Crise
Financière Mondiale
La crise financière actuelle est en train de s’étendre
sur les pays développés, les pays émergents et sur
les pays en développement. Les plus touchés d’entre eux sont ceux qui ont, d’une part, un degré élevé
d’intégration à la mondialisation et d’autre part, une
marge d’actions limitées (faible niveau de réserves,
contraintes budgétaires, déficit public élevé etc.).
Cette crise aurait pu prendre des proportions démesurées n’eussent été l’intervention coordonnée
des Etats et des partenaires au développement
et les mesures énergiques de relance économique
adoptées par eux, à l’échelle des pays (environ 790
milliards de dollars aux Etats-Unis, 530 milliards
de dollars pour l’Union européenne etc.) et au niveau mondial par le FMI et la Banque Mondiale. En
effet, la crise actuelle s’est répandue très rapidement avec une rare brutalité qu’aucune crise n’avait
connue auparavant. La particularité de la situation,
comparée à celle de 1929 réside dans le fait que tous
les pays développés sont touchés presque en même
temps et avec une amplitude telle qu’il pouvait en
résulter un séisme économique mondial.
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L’amplification de la crise financière peut s’expliquer
au moins par quatre raisons majeures. La première
et la plus importante d’entre elles est la dissimulation dans les marchés, de produits financiers suspects par des institutions financières privées au
moyen d’opérations de titrisation en chaîne. Ces
institutions financières, mues essentiellement par
un goût effréné du profit maximum, utilisent la
technique de la diversification des risques comme
moyen stratégique pour exporter partout leurs titres dans le monde.
La deuxième cause est liée à l’asymétrie de l’information qui caractérise les marchés financiers et qui
résulte du fait que les vendeurs de titres disposent
des informations sur la qualité de leurs produits que
les acheteurs ignorent au moment d’effectuer leurs
achats. C’est le cas par exemple dans le marché des
« voitures d’occasion » quand le vendeur dissimule
des pannes techniques et les défauts sur les voitures qu’il propose à ses clients.
La troisième cause relève du contexte particulier de
la globalisation financière marquée par la volatilité
des actifs financiers et la prépondérance des multinationales privées qui internalisent de plus en plus
leurs transactions.

Seydina Aboubacar Sadikh Ndiaye,
Commissaire aux Enquêtes Economiques, Conseiller Technique au
Ministère sénégalais du Commerce

Enfin, la quatrième raison, non moins négligeable,
tient au fait que la crise financière intervient après
celles qui ont frappé les secteurs énergétique et alimentaire, entre 2007 et 2008.
Fort de ces constats, il convient de retenir comme
enseignement majeur que les marchés financiers,
laissés à eux-mêmes, ne peuvent pas s’autoréguler,
ce qui reste valable d’ailleurs pour tous les autres
marchés de biens et services. En vérité, la régulation par le marché n’est possible que dans le cadre
d’une concurrence pure et parfaite. Or, cette configuration de marché est un archétype, un cas idéal
qui n’existe qu’en théorie. Il convient dès lors de reconnaître que le marché est « aveugle » aux principes des valeurs humaines et morales par sa nature
et son fonctionnement. Il ne distingue pas non plus
la bonne graine de l’ivraie. Pour toutes ces raisons,
il importe de trouver une solution équitable et juste
aux problèmes de la régulation financière internationale, pour fixer les règles du jeu, prévenir les perturbations et sanctionner sévèrement les pays et les
acteurs qui sont à l’origine d’actes répréhensibles
qui menacent ou qui sont susceptibles de menacer
la stabilité économique mondiale.

Cette solution nécessite pour produire son effet
maximum, la participation inclusive de l’ensemble
des pays du monde car la crise n’épargne aucun
pays, surtout quand elle est de dimension mondiale.
Sous ce rapport, l’Afrique a, quant à elle, un rôle
d’avant-garde à jouer et elle doit davantage se préoccuper à imposer sa vision pour ne pas se laisser
distancer comme c’était le cas lors de la signature
du GATT de 1947, transformé le 1er janvier 1995 en
Organisation mondiale du Commerce (OMC). Quid
de l’impact de cette crise sur l’économie sénégalaise ?

Impact de la Crise Financière
L’Économie Sénégalaise

sur

En raison de la mondialisation actuelle des échanges commerciaux et des flux financiers, ainsi que
de la structure de dépendance extérieure de notre
économie (degré d’ouverture élevé au commerce,
investissement étrangers directs, investissements
de portefeuille, aide publique au développement,
envois des émigrés), il est indiscutable que la crise
aura un impact réel sur l’économie sénégalaise.
Toutefois, avec l’incertitude qui l’entoure, il est prématuré de dire avec exacte mesure les conséquences qui en découleront. Pour cette raison, nous nous
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limiterons à une analyse économique des risques
inhérents à cette crise sur l’économie sénégalaise
en mettant l’accent sur les principaux canaux de
transmission.
La situation actuelle du système financier de l’UEMOA, dont le Sénégal est membre fondateur, est
de loin meilleure par rapport à celle qui prévalait
durant la période pré-ajustement structurel. Depuis cette période, d’importantes réformes ont été
adoptées dans le secteur financier, y compris dans
le secteur monétaire. En plus, compte tenu de son
faible degré d’intégration, on peut dire que le système financier actuel est mieux armé pour faire face
à cette crise.
Le secteur réel, quant à lui, sera indiscutablement
affecté par la contraction de la demande mondiale
en 2009 et pendant tout le temps que durera cette
situation, du fait de la récession qui sévit dans la majorité des pays développés et des pays émergents,
partenaires commerciaux du Sénégal. Il s’agit, entre
autres, des pays de l’Union européenne, des EtatsUnis, du Japon, de l’Inde, de la Chine et du Brésil.
Les conséquences atteindront les entreprises dont
la méthode d’exploitation est principalement basée
sur l’exportation de biens et services. Le commerce
étant un moteur déterminant de la croissance économique, on devrait s’attendre, en termes macroéconomiques, à une chute de cette croissance suite à
la baisse probable des exportations totales. De plus,
quand la demande mondiale se contracte, cela se
répercute aussi bien sur l’offre des biens et services
que sur les matières premières servant d’inputs à
leur production. Aussi, faut-il s’attendre également
à l’effondrement des cours des produits. Cela va se
traduire d’une part, par un allégement du déficit
de la balance commerciale et de l’inflation pour les
marchandises que nous importons et une perte de
devises pour les produits que nous exportons vers
les marchés étrangers, d’autre part.
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“...il faut veiller à ce que les
pays africains soient épargnés
des effets négatifs de la crise.
En effet, les indices de
pauvreté sont alarmants
dans les pays de l’Afrique au
Sud du Sahara comparés au
reste du monde. Si rien n’est
fait, les efforts consentis
jusqu’à présent pour réaliser
les objectifs du millénaire
pour le développement,
en particulier, la baisse
de l’extrême pauvreté et
la faim, seront vains.”
Plus globalement, le ralentissement de l’activité
économique combiné à une baisse des échanges
commerciaux peut occasionner des pertes de recettes publiques. A cela il faut ajouter le risque de
dégradation de la balance des paiements, suite à
l’augmentation du déficit du compte courant et à la
diminution des réserves de change (toutes choses
étant égales par ailleurs). Pour ce dernier point, la
solidarité régionale au sein de l’UEMOA pourrait
permettre d’atténuer les conséquences sur l’économie sénégalaise si, toutefois, le problème n’est pas
commun à l’ensemble des pays de l’Union.

Les transferts financiers de la migration du travail
ne sont pas à l’abri. En effet, les envois des travailleurs émigrés au Sénégal qui sont évalués en
moyenne annuelle à hauteur de 483 milliards FCA,
soit 7,5% du PIB, risquent de diminuer dans la mesure où ces derniers évoluent principalement dans
des secteurs en pleine crise comme le bâtiment, le
tourisme, la restauration, le commerce etc. Dans ce
cas, la situation sera difficile particulièrement pour
les ménages dont les revenus proviennent essentiellement de ces types de transferts unilatéraux.
Il convient de signaler par ailleurs que les effets
de la crise peuvent entraîner le risque de fléchissement des flux financiers et la montée de velléités
protectionnistes. En réalité, les investissements
étrangers directs et les investissements en portefeuille risquent de s’assécher avec la contraction de
la demande mondiale, d’autant que certains pays
frappés par la crise, commencent à interdire la délocalisation d’unités de production à l’étranger, en
particulier, celles des firmes bénéficiaires d’appuis
financiers publics. Il y a par ailleurs le risque de voir
diminuer l’aide publique au développement en provenance de certains pays sévèrement touchés par
la crise. Quant aux risques protectionnistes, il faut
noter l’usage répétitif des mesures anti-dumping
par certains pays développés et l’action de certains
groupes d’entreprises qui font un lobbying intense
pour exiger plus de protection contre les produits
en provenance de pays pratiquant de bas salaires
ou ne respectant pas les normes internationales sociales ou environnementales. Enfin, un dernier point
et non des moindres tient au risque lié au développement de comportements xénophobes si l’on n’y
prend pas garde.

Quelles Solutions pour se Prémunir ?
Afin d’atténuer les effets de la crise sur nos économies, des actions concertées sont nécessaires à
l’échelle mondiale et aux niveaux régional et national. Pour cette raison, il faut :
A l’échelle mondiale

• Renforcer la participation et la présence africaine
dans les cercles de décision (ONU, FMI, BM, OMC,
ISO…) pour mieux prendre en compte les préoccupations de développement de ce continent. Concernant le FMI par exemple, il faut veiller à ce que les
pays africains soient épargnés des effets négatifs de
la crise. En effet, les indices de pauvreté (FGT) sont
alarmants dans les pays de l’Afrique au Sud du Sahara comparés au reste du monde. Si rien n’est fait,
les efforts consentis jusqu’à présent pour réaliser
les objectifs du millénaire pour le développement
(OMD), en particulier, la baisse de l’extrême pauvreté et la faim, seront vains.

• Faire de sorte que le programme multilatéral de
Doha pour le développement de l’OMC puisse déboucher sur un accord concret qui favorise l’émergence du commerce des pays en développement
et des pays moins avancés. Actuellement si l’on
parcourt les grandes, moyennes et petites distributions en Europe, aux Etats-Unis, en Chine ou au
Japon…on n’y trouvera pas nos produits ou le cas
échéant, c’est en quantité négligeable, alors que nos
marchés sont bondés de biens et services en provenance de ces pays. Qu’est ce qui l’explique si ce n’est
que l’accès à ces marchés est rendu plus difficile par
des distorsions multiples (barrières non tarifaires,
subventions, mesures de soutiens internes, mobilité difficile des personnes à cause des procédures
contraignantes et coûteuses d’obtention de visa,
présence commerciale limitée de nos entreprises à
l’étranger.
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You are born where and when
you become aware:
Filip Reyntjens about his book
‘Les risques du métier’
After having handed over to Robrecht Renard as the new IOB chair Filip Reyntjens took a
sabbatical year during which he wrote an impressive book entitled ‘The Great African War:
Congo and Regional Geopolitics’ (Cambridge University Press). This book examines a decade-long period of instability, violence and state decay in Central Africa from 1996, when
the war started, to 2006, when elections formally ended the period of political transition in
the Democratic Republic of Congo. In the course of the writing process Filip also found time
to reflect on his own role as a researcher. “I have always been a player in the events that I
have been observing, irrespective of whether or not that was what I wanted. I felt that my
sabbatical year provided a good opportunity to think this through and write about it.” This
thinking process has resulted in the book ‘Les risques du métier’ (‘The risks of the job’), discussed below.

Entering the Game

Character assassination

“The book consists of eight episodes written in a
narrative style and followed by my own comments
on how I entered the game. I describe a number of
events I was party to and that became historically
relevant. Through these events I tackle the issue of
academic activism. Did I drag myself into the game
or did it just happen? In a number of cases I chose
to be engaged while in other cases I was unwillingly
used by the parties. This happens to all researchers. What we write becomes part of reality and reality can be interpreted in varying ways. As such,
researchers - especially those working in the field of
human rights and in areas where tensions run high are easily dragged into games in which they did not
expect to participate. People tend to think in terms
of black and white: you are with someone so you are
against someone else.”

“I have repeatedly been the victim of character assassination because I say things that other people
do not like. So rather than dealing with the substance of what you say they focus on who you are.
For example, when I criticise the current Rwandese
regime it claims that mine is not a neutral voice because I was supposedly working as an advisor to
the former regime, which in fact I was not. In my
book I describe how I became engaged in the process of constitution writing under the former regime.
When I was teaching constitutional law in Kigali I
severely criticised a draft constitution. As a result I
was asked to propose a number of improvements,
which of course I did. It was a unique chance to
translate my academic criticism into a constitutional draft to be used in reality. Of course they adapted
the text afterwards. I use this narrative in my book
to show how we have to be aware of the way our
voice and our work can be manipulated as a result
of who we are. I have never worked for any government but as a researcher on constitutions and human rights I have naturally had many contacts with
governments. In this sense I do not believe that a
researcher can be neutral. You can claim that you
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“I was once told that you are
really born where and when
you become aware of things.
In that sense I was born
on the 17th of July 1976,
the day I arrived in Rwanda
as a researcher in my
mid-twenties.
That was my first
encounter with Africa and it
was also the day that I started
becoming more aware of
myself and of my place
among other human beings.”
are an objective researcher who keeps his distance
and is unaffected by even the slightest emotion but
I do not think that this is true, especially not in the
socio-political sciences and in a geographical region
that is facing extreme violence.”

Academic Activism
“As a matter of fact I do not see a contradiction
between science and activism or even militancy.
Actually, I believe quite the contrary, namely that
militancy can only be based on a solid scientific
foundation. The two are perfectly complementary.
But of course a lot also depends on the researcher’s
temperament. Knowing what I know I cannot imagine not being actively engaged. After all, I am a human being confronted with violence against other
human beings. So from an ethical and humanitarian
perspective I have to feel and show some degree of
solidarity with people whose human rights are being violated. Of course it is much easier for me as an
outsider to engage in this process than it is for people who are citizens of the country in question. On
the one hand we – researchers and civil society in

the north – encourage activists in the south to speak out,
to claim political space and
to stick out their necks. On
the other hand, when things
go terribly wrong we take the
first plane out while they are
risking their lives. Even if we
stay we are powerless to help
them. This is the dilemma we
face within our activism.”

Awareness
In a context of decreasing polarisation it is of course easier
to play a positive role. To take
a stand is not a bad thing. For
example, I criticised the human rights position of both
the former and the current
Rwandan regimes. My position is very clear - it is one of
human rights. In this way I hope to contribute to
the fight against violence and injustice. I do, however, have to be aware of the fact that truth is subject
to different interpretations. My truth has to be combined with other truths and I can only hope that all
these truths contribute to a better understanding
of complex situations. As a researcher you should
not overestimate your impact, but neither should
you underestimate it. In general, the players on the
ground have greater influence and we can only try to
influence them. As researchers we should be aware
of societal changes and what they can lead to. This
awareness can be a burden, but it is also a gift. I
was once told that you are really born where and
when you become aware of things. In that sense I
was born on the 17th of July 1976, the day I arrived
in Rwanda as a researcher in my mid-twenties. That
was my first encounter with Africa and it was also
the day that I started becoming more aware of myself and of my place among other human beings. I
have learned a lot over the last those 33 years and
I cannot close my eyes to reality because I am part
of it.”
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Perspectives pour une gestion foncière
décentralisée
Par Utshudi Ona Innocent*

Un regard sur les rapports fonciers en République Démocratique du Congo mène au constat
de la crise foncière qui affecte sensiblement les activités des exploitants fonciers notamment
dans les milieux ruraux au Sud-Kivu. Cette crise se révèle notamment par l’exiguïté des unités agricoles familiales, la prolifération des conflits fonciers qui, lorsqu’ils ne sont pas bien
*Utshudi Ona Innocent est chercheur
à l’Université de Louvain-la-Neuve et
à l’Université Catholique de Bukavu,
partenaire de l’IOB dans le projet
‘Gouvernance et développement
post-conflict au Sud-Kivu’.

gérés culminent dans des conflits de grande intensité, etc. Pourtant, il existe une loi foncière
et ses mesures d’exécution destinées à réglementer les transactions foncières qui mettent en
rapport les exploitants fonciers.

Dans les études qui ont essayé de saisir les causes
de cette crise, une certaine unanimité s’est dégagée
autour de la forte compétition foncière découlant de
la croissance démographique rapide et la réduction
des disponibilités foncières du fait de l’augmentation de la demande foncière. Sans nier cette approche de la problématique, il semble plus intéressant
de jeter un autre regard en scrutant les causes profondes de la crise dans les lacunes de la loi précitée
dont la mise en œuvre a créé beaucoup d’incertitudes paysannes et dans les mutations des systèmes
fonciers traditionnels à l’intérieur desquels des
situations de conflictualités sont perceptibles. Un
effort de typologisation permet de retenir les situations de conflictualités suivantes:

• l’hybridation

des règles relevant des systèmes
fonciers différents (avec prédominance des systèmes coutumiers sur celui étatique) et s’appliquant
sur un même espace, facilitant ainsi l’émergence de
pratiques foncières de spoliation et d’exploitation;

• les systèmes locaux (traditionnels) organisant des
modes de délimitation qui consacrent des limites
peu rassurantes, provoquant ainsi le foisonnement
des conflits de limites;

• l’utilisation de modes locaux de sécurisation lacunaires à cause de l’oralité des transactions et de
l’imprécision dans les papiers utilisés. D’où difficulté
de certification des droits prétendus en cas de décès
ou de transmission;
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les malentendus autour des obligations découlant
des transferts;

• la réinterprétation opportuniste des rapports fonciers, etc
Dans ce contexte, ce sont les plus démunis d’entre
les paysans qui sont les plus affectés. Il peut s’agir
des femmes, surtout les veuves, des orphelins, des
minorités, des peuples autochtones, des absents,
etc.
La question centrale dans ce contexte est celle de
savoir quelle politique foncière il faut mettre en œuvre de manière à résorber les incertitudes foncières
et inscrire ainsi la petite paysannerie dans la redynamisation des activités productives. Nous faisons
l’hypothèse qu’il importe de penser un dispositif de
gestion foncière qui puisse permettre de prendre en
compte les règles et pratiques locales dans leurs dynamiques, les améliorer, le cas échéant, et construire des instances locales et légitimes aux yeux des
acteurs ruraux et reconnues par l’Etat, chargées de
gérer les terres et d’arbitrer les conflits.
Procéder ainsi présente l’avantage de coller à la réalité en nous fondant sur les valeurs et représentations partagées par le plus grand nombre. En outre,
au moment où la RDC traverse une période de changements politiques et institutionnels marquée par
la régionalisation politique des provinces et la décentralisation administrative des entités de base
telles que les chefferies et les secteurs, il importe

“Pour reproduire son pouvoir en milieu rural,
l’Etat moderne a
effectivement besoin
d’articuler son rapport à
l’autorité traditionnelle sans
perdre de son prestige et sa
légitimité, tout en évitant
d’étouffer le fonctionnement
des structures socio-politiques
traditionnelles et surtout
la légitimité des acteurs,
essentiellement ceux
coutumiers.”
de soutenir des processus institutionnels et de gouvernance locale pouvant permettre la mise en place
de cadres participatifs de gestion foncière et d’arbitrage des conflits.
Plusieurs modèles ont été proposés ou sont expérimentés dans un certain nombre de pays, avec pour
objectif de résoudre les conflits fonciers, les prévenir et sécuriser la tenure foncière paysanne. Pour ce
qui est de notre proposition, elle s’articule autour de
quatre points et fait à présent l’objet d’une recherche approfondie, mais non encore achevée. Il s’agit
du niveau territorial à retenir, des acteurs ruraux à
associer, des compétences à définir et du système
de règlement des conflits à construire. De nombreux
problèmes se dressent sur le chemin de l’installation des cadres participatifs de gestion foncières et
d’arbitrage des conflits. Ils sont, par exemple, liés
au déficit en termes de répartition des compétences en faveur des entités de base, surtout en ce qui
concerne le foncier. Ce domaine est très sensible en

ce qu’il est non seulement le fondement de la souveraineté territoriale interne de l’Etat moderne,
mais aussi la base du pouvoir politique de l’autorité traditionnelle. Pour reproduire son pouvoir en
milieu rural, l’Etat moderne a effectivement besoin
d’articuler son rapport à l’autorité traditionnelle
sans perdre de son prestige et sa légitimité, tout en
évitant d’étouffer le fonctionnement des structures
socio-politiques traditionnelles et surtout la légitimité des acteurs, essentiellement ceux coutumiers.
Dans cette perspective, la prise en compte des particularités socio-politiques et foncières de chaque
société est nécessaire. D’autres problèmes peuvent
être liés au déficit des ressources humaines, aux
difficultés relatives aux ressources financières, aux
enjeux nombreux et variés qui orientent le comportement des acteurs. Tous ces problèmes se doivent
d’être résolus pour espérer pacifier les relations
sociales autour de la terre et inscrire ainsi la petite
paysannerie dans la redynamisation des activités
productives, et ce, en parfaite harmonie avec les
autres acteurs ruraux.
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Incentives for ecosystem services provision
in the context of a silvopastoral project in
Matiguás-Río Blanco, Nicaragua
Nicaragua is one of the textbook examples which illustrate the dire consequences of failing forest policies. Over the last 15 years alone the country has lost about 20% of its forest
cover. Agricultural activities, including the expansion of cropping areas and pastures for cattle, constitute the principal direct causes of this phenomenal deforestation rate. As in other
countries worldwide several policy scenarios have been tried out in order to change the ways
in which farmers make use of land. However, most of these have not had the desired impact
Gert Van Hecken is a VLIR-UOS
funded PhD researcher at IOB who
is currently doing research on the
governance of natural resources in
the context of rural development in
Nicaragua. He works in cooperation with the Nicaraguan Instituto
Nitlapán (Universidad Centroamericana), which is also a long-term
partner of IOB. Gert’s supervisor is
professor Johan Bastiaensen. This article is based on a discussion paper*
that they wrote for IOB.

[1] Silvopastoral practices integrate
trees into livestock systems. They
are shown to be privately profitable
in the longer term but are often unpopular among farmers because of
high initial investment costs. Their
on-farm benefits are mainly linked
to increased carrying capacity and
thus increased milk and meat productivity.

as farmers appear to be reluctant to adopt alternative forms of land use. Often the main
reason is thought to be the absence of direct economic incentives.
In this context increasing attention is being paid to
the role of agricultural landscapes in potential ecosystem services (ES) provision. ES, such as carbon
sequestration and storage, biodiversity protection,
watershed protection, and scenic beauty are increasingly perceived as potential providers of huge
economic benefits. However, since the de facto
ecosystem managers (farmers, loggers, etc.) often
derive only limited personal benefit from land uses
that provide such ES, such as forest conservation,
socially more advantageous land use cannot compete financially with other forms of land use for
example cropland or pastures, which are more attractive from the land users’ point of view. As a result of continued deforestation society is thus systematically being underprovided as regards these
services.
In view of the above the concept of Payments for
Ecosystem Services (PES) has gained increasing attention among academics as well as conservation
and development practitioners. The PES approach
basically establishes a pseudomarket in which land
users, who in normal circumstances are poorly motivated to protect nature on their land, will do so
if they receive payments from ES buyers which at
least cover the landowners’ opportunity costs of
more environmentally-friendly land use. While the
number of real-world examples of PES is growing by
the day, the theoretical and practical foundations of
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this conservation approach require further critical
scientific investigation. As some authors have rightly claimed the existing PES literature is often overenthusiastic with regard to the potential of markets
with regard to solving environmental problems.
PES in Matiguás-Río Blanco
Our research is based on a case study of the Nicaraguan component of the recently completed ‘Regional Integrated Silvopastoral Ecosystem Management Project’ (RISEMP) implemented between
2002 and 2008 in three Latin American countries
(Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Colombia) under the supervision of the Global Environment Facility (GEF)
and the World Bank. The project was a pilot experiment aimed at promoting silvopastoral practices[1]
in degraded pasture areas through the incentives of
PES and technical assistance (TA). The targeted ES
were biodiversity conservation and carbon sequestration.
In Nicaragua the project was carried out by the local
research and development institute (and long-term
IOB partner) Nitlapán and the Costa Rica-based research centre CATIE. It was conducted in two microwatersheds in the central region of Matiguás-Río
Blanco. The site, which is located in a high-poverty
region and forms part of the so-called old agricultural frontier region, is situated in the buffer zone

between two natural reserves, Quirragua and Cerro
Musún. Increased colonisation of the area, mainly
by farmers in search of pasture land for their cattle,
has resulted in rapid deforestation from the 1920s
onwards. By 2003 only 20% of the land was covered
with some type of forest and almost two thirds was
used as pasture for extensive grazing.
The main hypotheses of the project, namely that the
adoption of silvopastoral practices can be attributed to PES, to TA or to a combination of both, were
investigated in Nicaragua by subdividing 136 households, mainly small to medium-sized farms, into
three different experimental groups, one receiving
PES, one receiving PES and TA, and one not receiving any incentives. Payments were made annually
after the changes in land use had been observed
and were calculated on the basis of a land use index
which reflected the estimated per hectare contribution of different land uses to biodiversity protection
and carbon sequestration.

Findings of the project

Discussion with a local farmer

The findings of the project illustrate that farmers
have recognized the benefits of silvopastoral practices and have increasingly adopted them. While
the total area of pasture land remained stable
during the implementation of the project the composition changed significantly. Degraded pastures
decreased by more than 20% and were mainly replaced by improved pastures with trees and fodder
banks. The number of annual crop areas more than
halved during the project’s implementation while
the use of trees as fences almost quadrupled. Forests remained stable, covering about 25% of the total area. The comparison of land-use changes of the
three groups did not, however, reveal substantial
differences between the groups. Our own qualitative research indicates that this can mainly be attributed to the (additional) incentives - apart from
the payment incentive - which encouraged farmers’
adoption of silvopastoral practices.
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Participant in the RISEMP project
on a newly improved pasture

During our field interviews most farmers stated that
they had adopted new forms of land use for several
reasons. Payments were a welcome additional incentive, especially as they helped to ease initial investment constraints, but according to them these
were not the decisive factor. The interviewees attributed at least equal importance to the provision
of TA, which increased their knowledge of silvopastoral systems and strengthened their collective
motivation to engage in silvopastoral land use. Simultaneously, strong exogenous incentives have
also motivated producers to invest in silvopastoral
practices. The main incentive has been provided by
the boom in the national milk market, which has improved the farmers’ local access to fresh milk collection centres and (semi-)industrial cheese factories.
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“It is obvious that in order
to be effective the policies
underlying management
and restoration processes
need to focus on people
and institutions
(their ways of doing things,
their mentality and
perceptions etc)
rather than on resources.”

This has generated a great demand for milk and a
significant increase in regional milk prices. There is a
widespread perception that this state of affairs will
continue in the future. In order to benefit from these
opportunities dairy farmers permanently need to
keep (and feed) their milking cows close to the roads
where the milk is collected. As at the same time
(and partially as a result of these processes) land is
becoming scarce and increasingly expensive these
factors provide private producers with good reasons
for investing in improved pastures with or without
trees and fodder banks.

Implications

Participant in the RISEMP project
on a newly improved pasture

Even though PES payments covered a substantial
part of the investment costs exogenous incentives
created by the milk boom and the related social momentum of technical assistance and knowledge creation appear to have been equally important drivers
of change in land use. This implies that farmers’
decisions, although obviously affected by market
conditions and individual cost-benefit estimates,
also depend on change processes that are collectively deemed to be beneficial. It is clear that payments have been welcomed by all farmers and that
they have probably been a real as well as a symbolic
factor in creating both collective and individual motivation for increased silvopastoral practices. Yet
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Tropical grazing lands in Matiguás-Río
Blanco, Nicaragua

many of the investments would probably have taken
place anyway, precisely because they ‘made sense’.
Project payments thus appear to have played a less
prominent role in behavioural change than is often
claimed. Financial profitability and cognitive and
social network dynamics may be equally important
or even more important elements on the road to
change.

* Van Hecken, G. and J. Bastiaensen
(2009) ‘The potential and limitations
of markets and payments for ecosystem services in agricultural landscape
restoration: Critical reflections inspired by an assessment of the RISEMP
program in Matiguás-Río Blanco,
Nicaragua’. IOB Discussion Paper.
Antwerp: Institute of Development
Policy and Management.

An important implication of these findings is that
the potentially motivational effects of (a combination of) environmental policy tools should be carefully considered. Indeed, institutions cannot be
treated as mere neutral transmitters of incentives.
It needs to be recognised that they also impact on
and interact with people’s intrinsic motivation.
Thus the interaction of external monetary incentives and people’s intrinsic perceptions, values and
social norms needs to be included in the picture.
The change in individual perceptions may result in
landholders expecting to be paid for activities which
they are currently performing voluntarily or, even
worse, threatening to exploit the available natural
resources excessively unless they receive monetary
compensation for not doing so. We have received
some worrying indications that such unanticipat-
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ed effects might be occurring in areas close to the
project region.
In the context of gradually changing local perceptions it makes sense to consider the potentially
positive interaction between extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation. Indeed, the signal sent out by the PES
that outsiders value and are willing to pay for environmental protection could lead to changes in local
perceptions, values and norms concerning ‘accepted’ and ‘desired’ agricultural practices. However, it
remains unlikely that individualised PES alone could
contribute to the emergence and strengthening
of more environmentally-friendly perceptions and
norms. All of this leads us to conclude that from
both the pessimistic and the optimistic viewpoints
it would certainly appear to be irresponsible to rely
uncritically upon an all too simple and exclusive PES
market approach as the ‘Magic Bullet’ for saving the
environment. It is clear that the whole socio-institutional landscape has to be taken into account before simply and exclusively ‘pushing’ the provision
of ES in a market framework. Other more collective
institutional mechanisms enabling the transfer of
resources to ES providers may have to be considered as well.

Gender Budgeting

Nathalie Holvoet is one of the lecturers who make up IOB’s theme group ‘Aid Policy’. She is
an economist whose PhD dissertation dealt with intra-household allocation and she is very
interested in the link between gender and economics. Although gender equality is often
perceived as a ‘soft’ academic topic she regards it as crucial from both the microeconomic
and macroeconomic perspectives. Her current research focuses on gender within fiscal and
budgetary policies. Exchange to Change discussed gender budgeting with her.
EtC: You state that budgetary policies are not necessarily gender-neutral. Can you give examples?
NH: Budgets consist of two elements, namely expenditures and revenues. Both potentially have an
impact on existing gender-based inequalities because men and women hold different positions in
society and are thus differently affected by fiscal
policy. For example, the government of Pakistan
may invest in general education but in reality it is
mainly boys who benefit because in that society
parents are more reluctant to send girls to school.
So these educational expenditures are - not intentionally - not gender-neutral because budgetary
policy does not take this societal reality into account. This exacerbation of existing inequalities in
fact runs counter to the objectives of fiscal policy
because one of the aims of a country’s fiscal policy
is to correct for existing inequalities in society. As
regards revenues, it is obvious that the way in which
a government generates revenues may also affect
gender-based inequalities. The choice between a
system of progressive income taxation on the one
hand and value-added taxes (VAT) on the other is
not gender-neutral. With indirect taxes (VAT) everybody pays the same regardless of their income. As
women tend to have lower incomes than men they
will be more affected by such taxes. The reverse
effect occurs in a system of progressive income
taxation, which is based on the principle that those
with higher incomes are taxed at a higher percentage. Whether the incomes of husband and wife are
taxed jointly or separately also makes a difference.
Research carried out in Belgium has highlighted the
fact that in the former system there was no incen-

tive for the partner with the lower income (mostly
the wife) to participate in paid labour. The tax system thus directly affected the participation of men
and women in the labour market, which in turn had
indirect effects on the participation in decision-making at the level of the household, on the allocation
of resources within the household and on pensions.
EtC: What exactly does gender budgeting mean?
NH: There is no uniform definition of gender budgeting. The most comprehensive definition is the
one used by the European Council, which incorporates the key elements of gender budgeting. Firstly,
it explicitly states that gender budgeting is part of
gender mainstreaming. Secondly, it emphasises the
importance of integrating the gender dimension
into all phases of an (intervention) cycle, including
diagnosis, selection of priorities, budgeting, implementation and M&E. This is essential as you cannot
be expected to draw up a gender-sensitive budget if
you have no gender-sensitive policy. Thirdly, it refers
to ex-post gender budget analysis as well as to the
ex-ante integration of the gender dimension into the
budget cycle. Gender budgeting analysis is the analysis of the differential impact of government budgets on women and men, girls and boys. One step
beyond this is the ex-ante systematic integration
of the gender perspective into budget policies with
a view to promoting the policy objective of gender
equality. This third element of the definition distinguishes between the analysis of who benefits from
the expenditures on the one hand and the full integration of gender into the policy on the other. Analysis can be carried out by anyone but integration is
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the remit of the government. Both aspects are complementary because you can only create awareness
by analysing an issue but at the same time awareness without implementation does not change anything. However, so far most initiatives with regard
to gender budgeting have mainly focused on analysis and as a result the stage of the systematic integration of the gender perspective into mainstream
budgeting has not yet been reached..
EtC: Where is gender budgeting being applied?
NH: Gender budgeting was first applied in Australia
and then spread to developing countries, often under pressure of the donor community which considers it as a tool to foster accountability. It is now also
being promoted by the EU in its member countries
as a crucial approach to achieving gender equality.
Although there is no blueprint for gender budgeting
since fiscal policy is very country-specific there is a
global tendency towards more performance-based
budgeting which creates opportunities for gender
budgeting. A performance-based system looks at
the effects of expenditures and these results are
taken into account in the next budgetary cycle.
In such a system gender budgeting is more easily
adopted since it in fact entails a similar confrontation of inputs with results, focusing on results in the
area of gender equality.
EtC: What makes gender budgeting popular?
NH: The problem with gender mainstreaming is its
implementation. It is difficult to integrate a horizontal approach into bureaucratic structures that
are predominantly organised along vertical lines.
The advantage of gender budgeting is that it is integrated within the budgeting policy which is itself
horizontal. When a government practises gender
budgeting the Ministry of Finance issues budget
guidelines to all the different ministries and includes
the gender dimension in these budget guidelines.
The advantage is that the authority of the Minis-
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try of Finance is greater than that of the Ministry
for Equal Opportunities, which increases the probability that the gender dimension will effectively be
integrated.
EtC: Are there other aspects that make gender budgeting successful? Is there a future for gender budgeting?
NH: I would say that there are three main elements
that can increase the success of gender budgeting.
Firstly, you have to promote it from both inside and
outside the government at the same time. Without
the awareness, support and control of civil society
you face the risk of losing gender budgeting when a
shift in government occurs. Secondly, gender budgeting has to be supported by both the Ministry of
Finance and the Ministry for Equal Opportunities
and by the other ministries. As already mentioned,
the Ministry of Finance often has greater authority
to issue directives to other ministries. The Ministry
for Equal Opportunities has to ensure and to build
the capacity to implement the gender-sensitive
budget guidelines at the level of the other ministries. Thirdly, gender budgeting is more successful
in countries with performance-based budgeting
systems because these systems are already familiar
with results orientation and with the collection of
the data necessary to apply such a system so that
they only have to add the gender dimension. This
is much more difficult in a system that is not used
to comparing allocations at the level of inputs with
the effects they have. In most countries there is currently a clear move from incremental and line-item
input budgeting to more performance-based forms
of budgeting, which are intrinsically better suited to
the incorporation of the gender perspective. To end
on a positive note, periods of change traditionally
provide opportunities for new ideas that would not
be welcomed so easily in societies otherwise characterised by relatively fixed and standardised budgetary systems.

Jos Vaessen and the Network of
Networks for Impact Evaluation
Jos Vaessen* and Frans Leeuw presented their draft Guidance on Impact Evaluation to NONIE members and others during a conference held in Cairo on March 31st. The Network of
Networks for Impact Evaluation was established in 2006 to foster more and better impact
evaluations by its members. NONIE is comprised of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s Development Assistance Committee (OECD/DAC) Evaluation
Network, the United Nations Evaluation Group (UNEG), the Evaluation Cooperation Group
(ECG) and the International Organization for Cooperation in Evaluation (IOCE) - a network
drawn from the regional evaluation associations. Given its broad membership including key
development players from both donor and developing countries, the potential impact of the

* Jos Vaessen works for both the
University of Maastricht (the
Netherlands) and IOB.

Guidance is substantial.

Definition and purpose
Impact evaluation in development assistance has
received considerable attention over the past few
years. The main reason is that many outside development agencies believe that the results achieved
have been modest or, at best, that their impact
has not been convincingly established. Many development interventions appear to leave no trace
of sustained positive change after they have been
completed and so it is hard to determine the extent
to which interventions are actually making a difference.
Decision-makers need more convincing evidence
of the impact of interventions so as to ensure that
resources are allocated where they can provide the
greatest benefit and to guarantee further public
funding for international development in the future.
Considerable pressure is already being exerted in
this regard and is likely to increase as resources for
international development are scaled up. Without
such evidence there is a serious risk that aid and future funding will be restricted.

The Network of Networks for Impact Evaluation
(NONIE) will focus on sharing methods and learning-by-doing to promote the practice of IE (impact
evaluation). The impact evaluations designed by
NONIE are expected to reinforce and complement
the broader evaluation work carried out by NONIE
members. The Guidance document has been developed to this effect.
NONIE subscribes to the DAC definition which defines impacts as (OECD-DAC, 2002: 24) “[p]ositive
and negative, primary and secondary long-term
effects produced by a development intervention,
directly or indirectly, intended or unintended”. This
definition refers to “effects produced by”, stressing
the attribution aspect. This implies an approach
to impact evaluation which is about attributing
impacts rather than assessing what actually happened. In most contexts adequate empirical knowledge about the effects produced by an intervention
requires at least an accurate estimate of what would
have occurred in the absence of the intervention and
a comparison with what has occurred as a result of
the intervention.
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The following are key reasons for conducting impact evaluations:

• IEs provide evidence on ‘what works and what
does not’ (under what circumstances) and on the
extent of the impact. As OECD (2005) puts it: measuring outcomes and impacts of an activity and distinguishing these from the influence of other, external factors is one of the rationales behind IE;

• Measuring impacts and relating the changes in
dependent variables to developmental policies and
programmes is not something that can be done
‘from an armchair’. IE is the instrument for these
tasks;

• Impact

evaluation can gather evidence on the
sustainability of the effects of interventions;

• IEs produce information that is relevant from an
accountability perspective. IEs disclose knowledge
about the (societal) effects of programmes which
can subsequently be assessed in the light of the
(financial) resources deployed to achieve these effects;

• Individual

and organisational learning can be
enhanced by conducting impact evaluations. This
is true for both organisations in developing countries and donor organisations. Informing decisionmakers of whether to extend, modify or eliminate
projects, programmes and policies is linked to this
point as is the OECD (2005) argument that IEs enable sponsors, partners and recipients to compare
the effectiveness of alternative interventions.
The authors of the Guidance are of the opinion that
the ultimate argument for the promotion of impact
evaluations is to learn about ‘what works and what
does not and why’ and thus contribute to the effec-
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“...the ultimate argument for
the promotion of impact
evaluations is to learn about
‘what works and what does
not and why’ and thus
contribute to the effectiveness
of future development
interventions.
In addition, impact
evaluations have a key role to
play in the international drive
for better evidence regarding
results and development
effectiveness. They are
particularly well suited to
answering crucial questions as
to whether development
interventions have made a
difference.”
tiveness of (future) development interventions. In
addition, impact evaluations have a key role to play
in the international drive for better evidence regarding results and development effectiveness. They are
particularly well suited to answering crucial questions as to whether development interventions have
made a difference (and how cost-effective they have
been). Well-designed impact evaluations also shed
light on why an intervention did or did not work,
which can vary across time and space.
The question as to whether or not IE should always
attempt to measure all possible impacts is not easy
to answer. IE involves finding the appropriate bal-

ance between the desire to understand and measure the full range of effects in the most rigorous
manner possible and the practical need to delineate
and prioritise on the basis of the interests of stakeholders and resource constraints.

Key issues addressed in the Guidance
The Guidance is structured around nine key issues
in impact evaluation:
1. Identify the (type and scope of the) intervention
2. Agree on what is assessed
3. Carefully formulate the theories linking
interventions to outcomes
4. Address the attribution problem
5. Use a mixed methods approach: the logic of the
comparative advantages of methods
6. Build on existing knowledge relevant to the
impact of interventions
7. Determine if an IE is feasible and worth the cost
8. Start early – collecting the data
9. The importance of front-end planning
The discussion of these nine issues determines the
structure of the Guidance. The first part, which
examines the first six issues, deals with methodological and conceptual aspects in IE and constitutes
the core of the Guidance. The shorter second part
focuses on managing IE and addresses aspects of
evaluability, the benefits and costs of IE and planning.

1. No single method is best for addressing the variety
of questions and aspects that may be part of
impact evaluations.
2.However, depending on the specific questions or
objectives that need to be analysed in a given
impact evaluation some methods have a 		
comparative advantage over others.
3.Particular methods or perspectives complement
each other and can thus provide a more complete
picture of impact.
Moreover, in the authors’ opinion rigorous impact
evaluation is more than methodological design and
requires addressing the issues described above in
an appropriate manner, especially the core methodological and conceptual issues described in part
I of the document.
An early draft of the full version of the Guidance can
be found at: http://www.worldbank.org/ieg/nonie/
docs/Guidance_IE.pdf
The final version is expected to be published on the
NONIE website in the near future.

There is no universally accepted definition of rigorous impact evaluation. There are some who equate
rigorous IE with particular methods and approaches. Given the diverse views on the theory and practice regarding IE and the broad range of interventions and contexts in which IE is applied, the writing
of this document has been guided by three basic
premises:
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Portrait

I

t is only when ‘googling’ his name that I discover
who Cisse Alhassan is. During our interview he
hardly mentions all the international conferences
and forums that he has attended and the people with
whom he has conducted negotiations. His modesty truly
is his power. He does not show his expertise at once but
little by little he surprises you by his knowledge and field
insights.

Cisse Alhassan, Senegal,
Development Evaluation and
Management

After his studies in Economic Planning and in Development Cisse Alhassan worked as a researcher in his
home country, Senegal, for many years, first in 1997
for the NGO World Vision and later on for a research
project of the University of Arizona examining carbon sequestration in Senegal. Throughout his work
he always applied the participatory research method, which provided him with the expertise to start
working as a development consultant. In 2003 he
assisted local government bodies in designing their
local development plans in the context of Senegal’s
decentralisation policy. He also carried out strategic research for Aide et Action in Senegal and Togo
with a view to setting up education programmes.
In addition, he conducted exploratory research for
Action Aid with the aim of helping it to implement
its programme to fight poverty. Action Aid is an international anti-poverty agency that encourages
socially excluded people to participate in setting up
projects to end poverty and injustice. In 2004 he became a full-time member on the staff of Action Aid,
first as an advocacy and policy officer and later on
as programme manager and Food Rights coordinator. Cisse explains:
“According to Action Aid the right to be free from
hunger is one of the most fundamental human
rights. People are hungry not because they merely
lack the means to buy food but because the institutional framework excludes them and discriminates
against them. Unfair trade rules, subsidies and food
dumping undermine local agriculture and food security and many farmers, small-holders, cannot
compete on the food market. The main victims are
women because policies regarding land and access
to credit discriminate against women in particular.
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“People are hungry not
because they merely lack the
means to buy food but because
the institutional framework
excludes them and
discriminates against them.
Unfair trade rules, subsidies
and food dumping undermine
local agriculture and food
security and many farmers,
small-holders, cannot compete
on the food market.
The main victims are women
because policies regarding
land and access to credit
discriminate against women
in particular.”

Actually, the focus in my dissertation is going to be
on women and their role in the Senegalese fishing
industry. In Senegal, against the background of the
food crisis, fish provide over 70 % of the local protein
needs. Under the fisheries agreements European
vessels have contributed considerably to the overexploitation of fish stocks. This represents a major
risk for Senegalese food security and for the incomes
of thousands of people, mostly women, working in
the fish processing industry. The threats, however,
are not only external but also internal. Gender is not
taken into account in the policy regarding fishing.
Women hardly benefit because they do not work
for themselves. Their activities are dominated and
controlled by men. Especially in remote areas they

are not aware of their rights. That is why we are trying to help them to organise themselves. After all,
empowerment only comes when people are aware
of their rights and join forces to fight for them.
Besides creating awareness among these women so
that they can learn about their rights and organise
themselves we should also work at the policy level.
After all, development work no longer means the delivery of services but bridging the gap between poor
and socially excluded people and the policy-making
process. That is why advocacy work is so important.
With regard to the fishing industry we have to lobby
at the Senegalese level to improve the participation of women in the entire working process. At the
international level we have to lobby in the context
of the Economic Partnership Agreements (known
as EPA). The fisheries agreements between the EU
and some African countries enable fishing boats
from countries such as France, Spain and the UK to
continue to overfish off the coasts of African countries such as Senegal and to disrupt their indigenous
industry. And this situation might be exacerbated
by EPA. I often meet with partners, Civil Society
counterparts and politicians of the European Commission in order to make them aware of the problem
and to act accordingly. I do not believe in antagonism but in partnerships. People thinking alike at
different levels should join forces. But in order to be
partners, partnerships should be based on equality.
It is our duty as African countries facing the same
problems to work on a clear strategy first and to
build strong institutions to support these strategies
before entering into negotiations with partners who
are much stronger and have greater capacity.
But as we all know capacity goes together with good
governance, the participation of civil society, accountability and transparency. In order to perform
better as an advocate in the field of international
lobbying I enrolled at IOB so as to acquire a better
understanding of these concepts. I am learning so
much thanks to both the expertise of the staff and
the experience of fellow students. The way in which
civil society is organised differs considerably from

“In order to perform better as
an advocate in the field of
international lobbying
I enrolled at IOB so as to
acquire a better understanding
of these concepts.
I am learning so much thanks
to both the expertise of the
staff and the experience of
fellow students. The way in
which civil society is organised
differs considerably from one
country to another but we
have one question in common:
how can we reach the poor
and excluded and have them
participate in the
policy-making process?”
one country to another but we have one question in
common: how can we reach the poor and excluded
and have them participate in the policy-making
process? We often discuss this topic in our working
groups. My fellow students are from very different
backgrounds and their inputs contribute to the bigger picture. We need people from all disciplines and
with a wide range of expertise in the development
field. I believe this diversity to be the strength of
IOB. The experience I am acquiring at IOB is very
useful at both the professional and the personal levels although it was not an easy decision for me to
leave my lovely wife and children for nine months.”
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lthough when introducing herself Net says that
she does not yet have a lot of work experience
because she is only in her twenties I soon find out
that her life experience is impressive. Actually, the latter
seems to be the driving force behind Net’s enthusiasm.
“I love living and acquiring experience and my dream is
to improve the life of others.” Her warm and charming
smile tells me that this woman is likely to build an impressive career in the development field.
Net Pham Thi Hong, Vietnam,
Development Evaluation and
Management

“I studied International Relations with the aim of
becoming a diplomat. However, after graduating
from the Institute of International Relations I had
the opportunity to work as a volunteer for Action
Aid Vietnam, Oxfam Hong Kong and Oxfam Great
Britain (OGB). During this time I started to understand what development work is all about and I
was very attracted by the nature of the work. The
turning point in my choice of career was my first
field trip in the context of a livelihood programme
of OGB in Ninh Thuan province. I was shocked
when I met the Raglai ethnic minority and saw the
prevalence of poverty in this province. Reality was
in strong contrast towhat I had been taught when
I was a young girl - that my country was rich in resources and provided equal opportunities for all.
Subsequently I was promoted to the post of project
assistant in an OGB livelihood programme aimed at
ethnic minorities and later on I supported victims of
natural disasters in the Typhoon Response Project.
In 2006 I became a programme officer for the Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation (VVAF). I was
responsible for managing the implementation of
the programme “Dioxin Resolution Initiative in Vietnam” implemented in eleven provinces. As you may
know the US army sprayed approximately 72 million
litres of herbicide in Vietnam during the war, which
resulted in about 4 million victims of Agent Orange/
Dioxin. Even today children - the second and third
generations - are being born physically and mentally disabled as a result of genetic defects. Those two
years of working with dioxin victims really changed
my view of life and taught me that each and every
one of us has a social responsibility towards other
human beings. This inspired me to co-found a volunteer group called ‘Let’s Act’. Our volunteer activi-
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“I was attracted by the
multicultural and
multidisciplinary study
environment here.
We all come from different
countries and have
different backgrounds and
each one of us is like a book
of knowledge and culture.
Through group work and
seminars we are
encouraged to share our
experience and ideas about
development issues and we
also learn from
each other’s ways of
thinking and working.”
ties focus on providing support for ethnic minorities
and people with disabilities by collecting winter
clothes, for example, and raising funds in order to
help such people improve their lives. By dealing with
people from various ethnic groups, from various
backgrounds and with varying abilities I have also
learned to appreciate and love diversity.
Overwhelmed by this new life experience I decided
to work for a while in a less emotionally challenging
environment and I was offered a job as the funding and fundraising officer in Action Aid Vietnam.
However, I felt that I was in need of a more solid
academic background. All the knowledge and skills
relating to development work that I possess have
been acquired through practical assignments and
so I wanted to obtain a more theoretical framework
that would enable me to place my field experience

in a broader context. That is why I decided to apply for the Master’s programme at IOB. I was attracted by the multicultural and multidisciplinary
study environment here. We all come from different countries and have different backgrounds and
each one of us is like a book of knowledge and culture. Through group work and seminars we are encouraged to share our experience and ideas about
development issues and we also learn from each
other’s ways of thinking and working. This cultural
diversity is also visible in the kitchen of the international home where I live. Each dish tells a story
about the life and people of that particular country
and, what is even more important, it helps us to relax after class. I hope to obtain two diplomas at the
end of this academic year: one for academic knowledge and the other for more life experience.
But now I need to focus on the academic part as I
have to write my dissertation. In recent years Vietnam has experienced steady economic growth as
well as significant achievements in poverty reduction and it is well on track to meet the majority of
the Millennium Development Goals. However, my
country is a socialist state under the strong control
of a single Communist Party. In the policy process
the relations between civil society organisations
(CSOs) and the state are characterised by a strong
state-corporatist perspective. Despite making a
considerable contribution to poverty reduction at
the grassroots level, CSOs in Vietnam have limited
impact on policy and have not been successful in
feeding the results of their work into the policy-making process. This leads to questions by policy-makers about the feasibility of their recommendations.
Furthermore, their methods may raise questions
about their legitimacy and accountability. This is
why I have decided to write my dissertation on the
topic of “Evidence-based policy influencing in Vietnam: strategies, opportunities and challenges for
civil society organisations (CSOs)”. I have chosen
this topic because I want to examine whether CSOs
in Vietnam collect evidence and if so, how they collect and utilise it during the policy process. I will
also try to explore which strategies CSOs use to influence policy and which factors affect their choices.

“After this Master’s course I
will continue my career in the
development area by
applying my new knowledge to
programme work at the
grassroots level as well as by
promoting public debate.
I also intend to support the
establishment and
development of networks of
volunteer groups that will
increase the social
responsibility of young
people. I believe that
Vietnam’s future is in the
hands of the
younger generation.”
I will then attempt to point out the challenges and
opportunities for the future. I strongly believe that
my Master’s studies at IOB will enable me to make
a more positive contribution to the strengthening of
civil society in Vietnam. Only by strengthening civil
society will it be truly possible to hold the government accountable to the country’s citizens. After
this Master’s course I will continue my career in
the development area by applying my new knowledge to programme work at the grassroots level as
well as by promoting public debate. I also intend
to support the establishment and development of
networks of volunteer groups that will increase the
social responsibility of young people. I believe that
Vietnam’s future is in the hands of the younger generation.”
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New Staff at IOB
Katleen Van pellicom obtained her Bachelor’s Degree
in Communication Studies in
Antwerp and decided to stay
on in the city. Although her
job is purely administrative
she never finds it boring. She
has worked in the cultural
sector, in the media and in
marketing. Tired of the commercial world and fascinated by its academic counterpart she started working for the Faculty of Economics of the University of Antwerp in 2007. During
an internal course she met Joëlle Dhondt of IOB and
subsequently applied for an administrative post at
the Institute. She provides administrative support
for the three theme groups as well as for IOB’s doctoral programme and she is also responsible for the
logistics side of the short-term training programmes
(ITP). She highly appreciates the multicultural environment at IOB and already feels very much part
of the IOB family. The picture shows Katleen (left)
with her twin sister, Anneke.
Nanneke Winters obtained a Master’s Degree in
Development Studies from the Radboud University
of Nijmegen and a Master’s Degree in Latin American Studies from CEDLA (Centre for Latin American
Research and Documentation) in Amsterdam. For
both degrees she conducted field research in Belize
City into violence and migration respectively. From
2007 to 2009 she worked for Mission without Borders, an NGO with projects in Eastern Europe. In
February 2009 she started working as a research
assistant in the PIP group. Her PhD research focuses
on Nicaraguan migration. Within this context she is
particularly interested in transnational living, gender issues and local development. In addition to her
research activities she provides teaching assistance
for a number of courses organised by the PIP group.
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Martin Prowse’s academic training is in
Development Studies,
first at the University of
Sussex and later at the
University of Manchester where he completed
a Master’s degree and
his Ph.D. dissertation
on the reform of burley
tobacco production and marketing in Malawi. Martin has joined IOB from the Overseas Development
Institute (ODI) in London where he was the managing editor of the Chronic Poverty Report 2008/09 in
the eighteen months prior to publication. Besides
persistent poverty Martin’s current research focuses on three issues: climate change, value chains and
mixed methods. His recent work has, for example,
discussed the vital role of assets in adapting to climate change; how producer organisations can bring
benefits to both farms and firms within agricultural
commodity chains and the extent to which qualitative methods can be utilised within rigorous impact
evaluation methodologies. Martin has joined IOB
as a postdoctoral researcher on ‘global change
and livelihoods’ within the Impact of Globalisation
theme group. He aims to develop a subunit on climate change within the core globalisation module
and to participate in broader teaching opportunities.

Internship
Hans De Backer studied modern history at
the University of Leuven. In 2002 he started
working in the biomedical library of the
University of Antwerp
where he had reading
room duties and was
also in charge of the
Interlibrary Loan Service. When all social sciences
and the humanities were transferred to the City
Campus in 2007 he moved to the newly built university library in the city centre and continued to manage the Interlibrary Loan Service while also helping
to man the busy central desk of the library.
As the IOB librarian Hans basically has two tasks:
he manages the Institute’s collection of books and
periodicals while also assisting students and staff
in their search for qualitative scientific information.
To keep the collection up to date and relevant he
coordinates the Institute’s acquisitions. To provide
access to the new acquisitions he assists in their
cataloguing and classification. At the start of each
academic year he provides an introduction to the
library for new students and an information session on the use of the electronic databases. Finally,
as the intermediary between the Institute and the
University Library, he is a member of a number of
committees.

Katrien De Smet
After finishing her BSc in International Development
Studies at Wageningen University in the Netherlands Katrien enrolled for the Master’s in International Development Studies at the same University
and specialised in Development Policy. Her studies gave her the opportunity first to participate in
a research project which examined the policy with
regard to the development of the housing market in
Zutphen and Deventer in the Netherlands and afterwards to take part in a large-scale research project
on the national biodiesel policy of Brazil. The field
research for her Master’s thesis on the effect of the
Brazilian biodiesel policy on the social inclusion and
food security of small farmers in Central-North Bahia took her to Brazil for a few months in early 2009.
After this field experience abroad she decided to
broaden her knowledge in the field of Development
Studies closer to home and applied for a research
internship at IOB.
During the research internship (June to September
2009) she is carrying out research into IOB’s policyoriented strategy. The objective of the study is to
gather information on the development policy-oriented strategies of knowledge institutes so as to
provide new input for the debate on the integration
of policy-supporting activities within IOB.
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